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Abstract: The culture of the Nubians, as a distinct ethnic group, has long been a subject 
of interest, both before and after the construction of the High Dam. Many aspects of 
Nubian culture in Southern Egypt have become a tourist attraction. Yet, the assimilation 
of Nubian culture in tourist narratives has made this distinctive heritage a subject of 
‘polishing’ and ‘(over)simplification’ to make it consumable for visitors. Based on first-
hand accounts of lived experiences and impressions on the presentation of Nubia and 
Nubians in Southern Egypt, this paper witnesses the dichotomies in interpreting a place 
and the culture of its people, as a response to and in the service of tourism. It concludes 
that Nubian heritage’s interpretation for tourism purposes cannot escape political 
influences, and that the past can be partially glorified, partially shown, or partially 
omitted with the intent of making the subject more pleasant and less controversial for 
visitors. 
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______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Introduction:  
At the beginning of the 19th century, efforts were made to regulaise the flow of the 
Nile. After the completion of the ‘old’ Aswan Dam (Aswan Low Dam, or the Reservoir) 
in 1902, it was heightened in 1912, and later in 1933. Consequently, the Nubians 
gradually lost their renowned palm trees, waterwheels, and ‘their small but fertile 
lands’ (Fernea and Kennedy, 2010: 249). After the revolution in 1952, the decision to 
construct the High Dam was taken. A new agreement with the Sudan on the partition 
of the Nile waters was signed on the 8th November, 1958.This enabled the construction 
to start on the 9th January, 1960. The flow of the river was blocked and the lake began 
to fill in summer 1964. The lake flooded the entire Nile Valley south of the dam, and 
well into the Sudan, a total distance of about five hundred kilometres, and water level 
was raised at least 50 meters (Hopkins & Mehanna, 2010:  7).  
 
When the High Dam was first designed, it became clear that many archaeological sites 
along the Nile valley would disappear forever beneath the waters. This urged Egypt (at 
that time the United Arab Republic - UAR) to approach UNESCO and request its help in 
saving the monuments of Nubia, because such work was beyond its financial capacity 
and expertise. Similarly to Egypt, the Sudan joined the attempt to save the monuments 
at risk. UNESCO made its first general appeal on the 8th March, 1960, and the result was 
the International Campaign to Save the Monuments of Nubia. Nubians residing in the 
areas that were to be flooded below the dam (around 120,000 in Egypt and the Sudan) 
were forced to abandon their historical homeland in the interest of economic 
prosperity for their various countries of origin (Hopkins & Mehanna, 2010: 8). While 
the international community was mobilised to save the monuments of Nubia, no such 
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attention was really paid to the fate of its people and their cultural heritage, which was 
strongly connected through history to their original homeland, which was to be 
submerged beneath the rising water.  
 
Today, Nubian culture has become a new attraction in the tourism industry, already 
flourishing in Egypt. Tangible and intangible aspects of the Nubian culture have been 
largely promoted for tourism by Egyptian travel agencies in Cairo and other centres and 
also by Nubians themselves. Whereas the focus of official tourism-related facilities is 
on a history represented in monuments and snapshots of the ‘good old days’, many 
Nubians seek to make use of their culture to develop a new form of tourism, not only 
as a means to increase their income but also a medium to assert their cultural identity.  
 
This paper aims to explore the dichotomies in the interpretation of Nubians’ past and 
history in tourism-related activities and various areas in Southern Egypt. In other words, 
how Nubians see this history and past themselves, and how others are communicating 
them to tourists. 

 
Interpretation in Cultural Tourism:  
 

[…] real history is challenging. It is complicated and uneven. It can be risky. 
It can be fun, entertaining, interesting, even exciting. History can inspire us 
and give meaning and relevance to our everyday lives. Obviously, heritage 
sites are not always fun and entertaining and interesting and exciting. But 
they can be.  
(Crokern, 2004: 15)       

 
As a leading generator of cultural exchange, tourism offers many experiences that 
range from the sightseeing of monuments and historical relics to knowing more about 
other people’s lives and culture. According to the International Cultural Tourism 
Charter, this provides a ‘personal experience, not only of that which has survived from 
the past, but of the contemporary life and society of others’ (ICOMOS, 1999). This 
notion of past and present indicates that cultural tourism is established on both ‘the 
history and heritage of a place and its people, as well as on their contemporary lives’ 
(Smith, 2003: 29).  
 
In this regard, three terms can be differentiated: past, history and heritage. According 
to Smith (2003: 82), the past is about all that has ever happened, while history is the 
ties of sequential ‘presents’ to describe certain aspects of the past, and heritage is ‘a 
view from the present, either backward to a past or forward to a future’. Rivera-Orraca 
(2009: 32) observes that looking backwards requires a reconstruction of ‘what is 
considered valid in a specific context’, and how the social, political, cultural and 
institutional context affects the construction or reconstruction of history. 
  
On the one hand, Smith argues that ‘heritage has been associated traditionally with 
what is inherited or handed on from one generation to the next and that it is ‘the 
contemporary use of the past including both its interpretation and 
representation’(2003: 82). Lowenthal (1985) noted that memory plays the major role 
in transmitting heritage in cultures that lack writing or cannot store records of past 
events. On the other hand, ‘new insights and needs, new memories and forgetting force 
each generation to revise what relic it notices and how to interpret them’,(Lowenthal, 
1985: 264). Interpretation has been defined by Tilden (1977: 8) as:  
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an educational activity which aims to reveal meanings and relationships 
through the use of original objects, by first-hand experience, and by 
illustrative media, rather than simply to communicate factual information. 

 
Accordingly, interpretation is both a process and a product; utilised wherever visitors’ 
experience needs to be enriched by a better understanding of the importance of what 
they are visiting, such as historical sites, art galleries, and museums. However, 
Lowenthal (1985: 273) argues that: 

the more interpretation is available, the more people rely on it; they are 
seldom conscious of, or worried about, the alterations of the past that 
interpretation implies. 
 

When the construction of the past is subject to ‘bias, selectivity and distortion’, heritage 
interpretation ‘does not necessarily need to be a faithful representation of historical 
facts and events’ (Smith 2003: 84). Memory itself is a difficult and multifaceted issue, 
and subject to selectivity, according to Rivera-Orraca (2009: 36) and Vaglio (2013) it is:   

part of a narrative that may be discursive or image-based, and what is 
remembered is not always pleasant, often the refusal to remember 
corresponds to an attempt to remove. 

 
However, how can a ‘past which still divides and creates tension’ (Vaglio, 2013) be 
interpreted and remembered? In the case of the Egyptian Nubians, the history of being 
uprooted from their homeland is hard to avoid. 
 
Scope of the Work and Limitations: 
 

What may be called Nubian identity in Egypt today should be understood 
less as an expression of an essential, age-old racial, cultural or linguistic 
difference, and more as the product of several dynamic historical process 
such as British-drawn international boundaries between Egypt and Sudan 
that cut Nubia in half in 1899; the traumatic experience of forced 
relocation in the two separate nation-states in the 1960s as a result of the 
High Dam project: and assimilationist government policies.  
(Abdelmeguid, 2004: 2)  

 
The main groups of Nubians can be differentiated from each other mainly by their 
dialects: Kenuzi (Matokki) and Fadija (Mahas). They also have other distinctive aspects 
to in their culture, strongly associated with geographical and historical milieus 
(architecture, decorations, etc.). Moreover, the political borders drawn by the British 
Condominium in 1899 divided Nubians into “Egyptian” Nubians and “Sudanese” 
Nubians.  These groups are also divided according to the experience of relocation in the 
1960s, as a consequence of the High Dam, since some Nubian villages were not affected 
by the construction. Secondly the tourism industry has created divisions since not all of 
the Nubians encounter tourists or engage in tourism-related activities.  
 
Therefore, the presentation of Nubian culture is critical, and to generalize attributes of 
“Nubianness” is an over-simplification of its complex historical and ethnological 
context. The Nubians addressed in this paper are those in Southern Egypt, closely 
related to the activities of cultural tourism where Nubian heritage and culture are 
displayed. For this paper two villages were addressed: the Kenuzi village of Gharb Soheil 
(not affected by the High Dam and experiences tourism) and the Fadija village of Ballana 
(displaced village due to the High Dam construction with no direct contact with 
tourism).    
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The fieldwork, which included interviews and meetings with 12 Nubians, 7 tourist 
guides and a tourism professional, took place in March 2013. A small pool of initial 
informants helped in nominating, through their social networks, other participants, 
some were spoken to directly or via telephone. Unlike a survey or questionnaire in 
qualitative research, informants (Nubian community, tourist guides and experts 
groups) were encouraged, through a phenomenological methodology, to describe their 
experiences, thoughts, and memories. These accounts helped in gathering several 
points of view on different issues raised and in conducting further enquiries, to 
understand why some answers were contradicting one another.  
 
The subject appeared, however, to have some sensitivity especially for a few tourist 
guides, who deliberately ignored some questions. The sample of Nubian interviewees 
in this paper is not large (12 Nubian informants), and the phenomenological data and 
the theme itself are subjective, which makes the ability to generalize the findings of this 
work limited. Finally, this paper was part of a Master’s thesis at the University of 
Stuttgart, in which the role of the Nubia Museum in Aswan was also explored. 
 
Findings and Discussion: 
 

Dam piled high […] they dumped you in the way of the mighty river. You 
have blocked the life-flow of water. Behind you it has built up and drowned 
half our land. The River is good like its people, but the dam confined the 
water in a huge lake […]. The water drowned lined lines of palm trees and 
polluted the sweet water. It ruined the time of peace and purity.  
(Oddoul, 2008: 96) 

 

Although Nubia does not exist anymore, the Nubians visited in Gharb Soheil or Ballana 
are still present and continue their inherited traditions. However, their perception of 
Nubia as a place and home is not the same. Nubia, before the High Dam, has always 
been connected with a romanticized image of a quiet land with mud brick houses and 
date palms. However, the High Dam changed the morphology of the area forever, as 
well as how the image of this place is communicated. For instance, Nubians who were 
affected by the High Dam in the 1960’s, or whose predecessors experienced the forced 
displacement and transferred it to them, do not share the same opinions. During the 
field trip to the Nubian villages of Gharb Soheil and Ballana, informants were asked to 
describe ‘Nubia’ in three separate expressions, gathered in the table (Figure 1). 
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The answers opened a discussion related to the interpretation of history, past and 
heritage in the Nubian context. Questions have been raised about how people access 
their own past, and what aspects of the past should be selected for presentation to the 
public. This is shown in an apparent conflict in interpretation of both the past and 
present of Nubia and Nubians, by Egyptian official bodies.  
 
To draw examples, two tourist spots within the scope of this paper have conflicting 
interpretations. Firstly, in the case of Lake Nasser/Nubia: on one hand, a tour guide 
may describe it as the “largest man-made lake that carried the name of President 
Gamal Abdul-Nasser forever”. On the other hand, one could hear that “a whole 
civilization is buried underneath this water”. The same is applicable to the High Dam, 
as one may describe it as “the fourth pyramid of Egypt” or “the gravestone of Nubia”. 
Both cases are valid depending on who is speaking. 
 

Another example of contradicting narratives appears in the stories of Nubians showing 
their happiness through music and songs, while taking their belongings to the boats 
and leaving their villages, as described by many officials. However, one can also hear 
other stories from people who lived the experience, such as a Nubian woman in Ballana 
(interviewed 19th March, 2013), who recalls from her childhood: 
 

My Life                    *                                  
Where I want to be 
Nothing is like it 

 Kindness 
Safety 
Honesty 

 Lost 
Lost 
Lost 

 
The Nile 
Egypt 
Middle state 

 The Nile 
Kindness 
Dark skin 

 Purity 
Cleverness 
Fear of God 

 
Best people 
Serenity 
Solidarity 

 Best people 
Solidarity 
Unity 

 Kindness 
Affection 
Solidarity 

 
Finest people  
Significance 
Best place 

 Beauty 
First thing on earth 
Kindness 

 Another world 
Nice people 
Another culture 

 
*Experienced the forced displacement in the 1960s 

Figure 1: Descriptions of “Nubia” in three separated expressions by the Nubian 
informants in the villages of Gharb Soheil and Ballana 

 

Picture showing “Welcome to the High Dam’s 
Visitors” panel (Zeina Elcheikh 2013) 
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I was about nine years old when we had to take the boats and leave. They 
first took our furniture, and then all members of the same family were put 
together. My father was blind at that time – perhaps for his own good. 
People died because of this displacement. At that time while we were all 
crying, you could hear zalaghit (1) not from any Nubian but from Saidis (2) 
who used to work among us. These Saidis were not losing anything, on the 
contrary they got a piece of land in the new settlements exactly like 
ourselves, we who lost everything.  

 
Such narratives are also emphasized by the director of the Nubia Museum in Aswan 
(interviewed, 20th March, 2013): 

People were asked to sing and play music on their ways to the boats and 
while being transferred to their new villages. When they arrived, they were 
deceived that the reality was not exactly as bright what had been promised 
to them. Nubians’ reactions regarding the stories of resettlement are 
similar to those of someone who was offered a wrapped gift, and had lot 
of courtesy to keep smiling even after noticing how cheap that present 
was, compared to the sacrifice he made to get it.  
 
 

 

  

The creation of the Nubia Museum in Aswan serves as compensation for the Nubians’ 
loss in Egypt, at least emotionally. However, the presentation of Nubia and Nubians 
fossilize in one’s mind an image whose only authenticity is that of the showcased 
artefacts. The establishment of a ’Nubian’ museum was a recognition of the ongoing 
existence of Nubians in Egypt. Yet the recreated image of Nubians that is presented in 
the museum is contested, with a contrast between the lived and presented heritage. 
The showcased picture of Nubians and the actual are not quite the same. The first 
portrays a snapshot of a Nubian community at a certain period of time, while the 
second reveals a continuity of inherited traditions, which does not reflect the reality 
beyond the museum. 
 

The Lake Nasser/Nubia from the High Dam, and 
the rescued Temple of Kalabshais seen on the 
right of the picture (Zeina Elcheikh 2013) 
 

Part of the diorama in the Nubia Museum 
showing the waterwheels flooded by the High 
Dam (Zeina Elcheikh 2013) 
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An Egyptian tour guide was asked how he interprets the story of the High Dam and the 
submergence of Nubia to tourists, he answered as follows: 

Tourists are here for enjoying their time, not to go into details of the past 
that could be annoying, perplexing, or could give a negative impression on 
the country in general. 
(Interviewed 19th March, 2013)  

 
This was further elaborated by another tour guide (telephone interview, 31th May, 
2013), who described his work as ‘diplomatic, where no personal opinion should be 
publicly stated exceeding some drawn limits’. Another question was addressed in 
relation to the governmentally trained tour guides in Aswan and surroundings, and how 
many Nubians are included in such training programs. The answer was, ‘there should 
be some of them, but this is not important, because after all, we are all Egyptians’.  
 
Conclusions: 
 
Cultural tourism should be thoughtfully managed it is essential to understand the needs 
and desires of the affected community. In the Nubian context, cultural tourism should 
also be sensitively managed. 
 
Nubians’ feeling of being underprivileged and deprived in the national context of the 
Sudan and Egypt, and their fear of losing ties with their culture, makes them want to 
be distinctive. They have full possession of their past only through inherited traditions, 
and a complete control of their present only through practices related to this legacy. 
This fact generates a dilemma caused by the difficulty of creating a balance between a 
glorious past and a misplaced present.  
 
Changes are inevitable when interpreting a place and it’s past, especially when it is 
made by a group committed to give a positive version of the tragic past to visitors. 
However, if packaged tours, museums exhibits and storytelling of tourist guides are set 

Houses in the displaced village of Ballana 
(Zeina Elcheikh 2013) 
 

Scene of a Nubian village with traditional 
architecture and decorations,the Nubia 
Museum (Zeina Elcheikh 2013) 
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up only for an external audience to speak only about a bygone past, it may be 
considered as another governmental imposition and opportunism at the Nubians’ 
expense, as the High Dam was in the past.  
 
If interpretation in cultural tourism is looked at as something much broader - a chance 
of a ‘living’ culture to survive in a certain region socially, politically and economically - 
it might open up a new perspective, because ‘living culture’ and a ‘museumified culture’ 
are often very different things.  
 
Notes 
(1) Sounds of joy mainly in weddings. 
(2) Egyptians from Upper Egypt. 
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